Dear Mr. President,

As I wait to hear back from an Israeli scientist about his “take” on Starbucks kowtowing to the corrupt Royal Family of Kuwait that features prominently in the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report, I would like you to think about discussing over dinner this evening, what if the US Government, backed by the military mite of the Armed Forces of the United States, decided to bomb the headquarters of De Beers both in London, England as well as Johannesburg, South Africa when this monopolist of monopolists with only loyalty to the superrich refused to stockpile the critically needed industrial diamonds on US soil, well prior to the United States entering so very late World Oil War II.


Then, may I also strongly suggest, throw in the thought of what if the 3 Branches of the United States Government which includes the United States Supreme Court, refused to allow De Beers, the mafia of mafia, price fixers of price fixers who have owned now for a century the entire world’s drilling industry, to price fix their exclusive diamond currency at more than a barrel of oil, thus allowing this special interest of special interest group to mock most of all the President of the United States of America whose primary job as you know, is to print money and declare war on any country refusing to accept our US-De Beers-Dollars.

If nothing else your dinner guests would laugh themselves silly just thinking about all the benefits to the masses once shutting down De Beers who make a mockery of every single law on the books including all the parking rules that has me more than
anyone else in Del Mar, California keeping this one tight-ass male meter maid gainfully employed.

I suggest what will please your corrupt dinner guests the most when bringing De Beers to justice as I am now helping you do in “real time”, is that, just to start with, such a “late in coming” action will immediately prevent all the small-nonsense talk by rich and lazy spoiled rotten kids who never have to think much about money because they have all the money they need to buy all their luxuries, their vacations, their nonsense schooling and best of all travel to places like Peru where they can act like hippies, look occasionally like “down and out” street people so as to “fit in”, all the while doing everything they can to get our enslaved foreign slave wage earners, those not coming to the US to earn worthless-fictitious DeBeers-US Dollars, to resort to violence that then has the US Government exporting our greatest exports to our tyrants who use such weapons to suppress the uprisings leading to the masses that survive that much more enslaved, and most of all willing to accept our worthless-fictitious and so very blood stained currency that allows our spoiled rotten kids to “dilly dally” and be so philosophical.

BTW that video I am not alone in promoting which shows an American A-10 attack plane from nearly 2 miles up in the sky saving a dog while decimating supposedly 4 of our Al Quaida terrorists, is something I encourage be shown at all our schools, demonstrating how very easy it would be to police not only pot plants grown in the backyards of people like King Golden Jr. Esq. and Dr. John BIG Ben Stewart MD aka The IT aka The Sperm Donor aka The Slimeball of Slimeballs, but our so very porous borders; simply placing wide screen plasma TVs every say 100 meters along the Mexican-American border replaying this video and when the very first screen is either stolen or broken to then place just a handful of stuffed dogs right beneath where the TV was once working perfectly well and then every hour on the hour have a squadron of A-10s practice, but from different heights and to do this until such time as the US military “stands down” and/or the heavily corrupt US Congress “steps down” and/or the United States Dollar totally collapses.

Please also bear in mind that Adam L. Tucker is currently placing the finishing touches to his analysis of the all important most ingenious Military Intelligence Report of all time which prior to being shipped in the mail to each member of the heavily corrupt US Congress will be emailed to you and anyone else you may think would be interested.

Would you agree that one way to drive more traffic to our website www.just3ants.com is to first place Adam’s analysis, so far with only input from me, Israeli Military Intelligence, the Mossad and my so very on top of things French-Canadian wife, somewhere on the homepage and perhaps you could suggest where, along with an appropriate title, introduction and ending.

Mr. President, there remains approximately 22,000 words which I have already written and would still like to share with you, and perhaps I will also simply place them in due course up on www.just3ants.com.
I would, however, just like to leave you once again with this photo below of an Arab kid which you can also see repeatedly on the slideshow on just3ants.com

Suffice to say, this kid could be any of us when we were that age and didn’t know any better.

Today, each one of us reading this knows a whole lot better and that includes Israeli Special Forces Commanding Officers and their best of the best commandos who, I can assure you, are not motivated to kill their Arab brothers and sisters because they have Trust Funds waiting for them when and if they return from their missions.

2008 is the start of the cycle of remembrance.

Happy New Year.

Gold last trading at US$834.50

Gary S. Gevisser